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EGHN Spatial Strategy

Context and Objectives:
Europe faces major spatial, economic, environmental and social
changes. In this context the inclusion of the cultural identity and
values of the environment and landscapes into relevant agendas
needs to be stronger than before. These values and identities can
be strengthened by placing greater emphasis on their active
utilization for development policies or spatial strategies on
different levels. Cultural assets, both heritage and contemporary,
spatial planning, integrated design and a good ‘customer focus’
need to interact more effectively, more creatively and thus
sustainably.
Because the task of redesigning and restructuring Europe, its
member states, regions and municipalities is such a great one,
opportunities at all levels of scale must be used and various actors
must play their part through an integrated approach based on
cooperation. Parks and gardens and those who care for and
support them have to be part in this approach. There is best
practice evidence that substantial resources and opportunities
are given and that the actors are better prepared than ever. The
challenges have already been accepted with enthusiasm at
many places, parks and gardens. Developing policies integrating
parks and gardens as elements of cultural landscapes with their
economic, political and social interactions and networks are
there, but can become a stronger factor within spatial planning
raising the quality of spatial interventions.
The relationship with aspects such as nature and landscape,
recreation and tourism, architecture and design, education and
social inclusion, public realm in urban and regional revitalisation
and growth must be deliberately reinforced in order to achieve
greater added value for society as a whole.
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It is also important to include private parties and organizations
enabling them to include their considerable assets, know-how,
expertise and devotion in parks and gardens in the areas of
planning design, management and communication. Their
contribution can be supported and broadened by a strategy
which provides them with the necessary opportunities and
frameworks, and which actively promotes cooperation within the
joint assignment.
Within this entire context, a cohesive and consistent policy
framework from the European to the local is essential. The
objective of such policy and strategy must be to encourage parks
and gardens with all their values, resources, opportunities and
connectivity to take a more prominent role in directing spatial
structure.
The EGHN partnership, which has explored such policies
individually and as a transnational group at an early stage and
which has already experienced some of the benefits of
incorporating parks and gardens in spatial planning, has listed
major resources and opportunities such spatial strategies may
build on in this paper. These assets and even the plans of today
can be placed into long-term perspectives linking parks and
gardens, landscapes, cultural heritage and cultural activities and
spatial development more closely with each other, whereby
added value for the society will be created.
This often calls for a change of attitude of all involved - the public,
administrators, planners and many others. Spatial planners and
designers, for instance, must be even more aware of the existing
cultural qualities, while the managers of gardens must learn to
anticipate future developments. Inclusive but area-specific
approaches and strategies are essential. The value of a spatial
strategy incorporating parks and gardens does not lay in
constraints, but in creating space and pace for innovation.
The European Garden Heritage Network and its partnership of
parks and gardens have the potential to impact on policies and
initiatives and key actors alike at a variety of levels and arenas.
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Assets:


There is a high number and great variety of parks and gardens
across Europe, well managed and maintained, attracting visitors
and serving numerous aspirations



Contemporary sites added to the wealth of parks and gardens
offer new aesthetic qualities, visitor experience and stimulus for
spatial development

 Many parks and gardens widen their range of services (from
social to economic) attracting a wider audience and generating
own income for investments
 Many other gardens however are still not used to their full
potential, awaiting restoration or enhancement of their resources
and facilities. Investments in these resources will serve the wider
local and regional economy and society


More than ever the parks and gardens are ready and able to
enlarge their area of activities and services, to address new
target groups and to be active partners in local and regional
development policies

European Dimension:
Parks and gardens are ubiquitous and inviting people, no matter
if privately owned, in possession of foundations or associations or
public





Parks and gardens are European because they exchange on
and amalgamate European and international heritage and
styles with regional history, resources and assets

 Policies and initiatives building on the resources of parks and
gardens will have recipients all over Europe with networks such as
EGHN able to act as facilitators
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Spatial Planning:

6



The vital contribution of parks and gardens to urban design,
public realm, quality of places and life is doubtless



Additionally, both image and identity of metropoles, cities and
villages profit from high quality parks, gardens and public spaces,
historic as well as contemporary



Parks and gardens are an essential element of cultural
landscapes, often interlinking regional landscape qualities with
estates or urban settlements



It is only recently that parks and gardens have been included as
substantial assets into regional development policies, in particular
in EGHN regions such as Cheshire, Pays de la Loire and North
Rhine Westphalia



Such policies intend to build on the wide range of contribution
parks and gardens can make, including i.e. urban and regional
revitalisation, quality of life, locational policies, gender and age
policy, health and sports, climate change, culture and arts,
landscape protection and enhancement and tourism



Public investments into parks, gardens and landscapes of high
aesthetic and innovative value are a symbol for a reliable and
active development or revitalisation process and a claim for
comparable investments to be made by other sectors
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Economic Development:
 There is increasing evidence, such as the economic study for
Tatton Parks commissioned by EGHN, that the economic strength
and effects of parks and gardens are of substantial local and
regional relevance


Attractive settings and a high quality of life, enabling successful
business promotion and the recruitment of high-skilled personnel,
are locational factors profiting from local parks and gardens
 Thematic routes with a clear focus while covering related
interests, as provided by EGHN, are appealing a wider audience
and a good base for the development of local economies,
including tourism
 Smaller scale, local businesses with high class services and
products based on local resources and skills as well as on recent
technology and design can perfectly form business clusters with
parks and gardens



Cooperation with a network of parks and gardens can boost the
social, environmental and sustainable credibility of companies
 Sustainable development and sustainable tourism can be
boosted as the above encourages the movement of Slow Traffic
with positive effects on the protection of environment and
heritage, local economy, image and identity
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Social Inclusion:


Parks and gardens are inclusive:
- as their key elements and modes of use are easy to
understand and transnational
- as entry is free or at reasonable costs,
- as they are not sophisticated or posh
- as their enjoyment and use does not require a specific social,
educational or ethnic background, skills or language



Parks and gardens are visited by those who love gardens,
nature and heritage and are used as venues for the arts, culture
and sports, for learning and communication for silence and
recreation



Parks and gardens are open to all, very often all
day and all year long

Accessibility:
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Full accessibility is given for an increasing number of parks and
gardens or at least their major sections. These visitors enjoy the
matchless opportunity to experience natural beauty and
manmade landscapes



Greater accessibility to information is on the agenda by
improving websites and other web based resources, by
interactive info terminals, by new signage and media
application on site (e.g. on mobiles) as explored and tested by
EGHN



The inclusion of parks and gardens into new or existing public
bus services has been proved as an economic viable model to
invite new target groups



Parks and gardens are excellent anchor points in cycling
networks proficient to deliver services such as bike service and
rental stations, refreshments, relaxation and attractions
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Education:


Learning in a garden: Outdoor learning can be multi-faceted
both for teacher and pupil with the break from the classroom in
a relaxed, informal environment
 Learning from a garden: Gardens cover a multitude of
curriculum subjects such as biology, art, science, history, IT or
language



Many gardens offer affordable visits, own educational facilities
and/or cooperation with local schools and colleges



New educational resources have been developed, such as the
EGHN international summer school, teacher packs and the
EGHN interactive educational websites



Here education can include people of all ages, opening career
opportunities as well as skills for self-sufficiency or the knowledge
transfer between generations and

Environment:


Parks and gardens have positive effects on urban climate; their
contribution to sustainable environments can be enhanced
 Parks and gardens offer distinctive and sometimes even
contradictory environmental qualities such as “natural, wild and
formal”, “open, steady and changing” or slow, silent and
healthy
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Parks and gardens have a long tradition in assimilating plants to
new climates. They should be in the forefront to demonstrate a
positive reaction to climate change
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Other areas of Intervention:


Community Involvement: Gardens related projects offer
activities for all ages, backgrounds and abilities. Gardens and
their networks can offer a joint platform, support und promote
inclusion in community plans and other localised strategies



Health: While there are specific therapy gardens and courses
related to health and wellness in some gardens, all gardens fulfil
physical and mental needs associated with leisure, creativity
and personal happiness



Culture, Arts: Parks and gardens, in addition to their value as
cultural assets and venues, can support the arts, culture and
cultural industries by inspiration, discourse and contracts, e.g. for
new gardens, media applications or events



Heritage, Archaeology: Parks and gardens and the wider
cultural landscape have an important role to play in linking
communities with their cherished and important places,
archaeology and heritage.
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